Alumni Collection
Finding Aid

Scope and Content
The Alumni Collection formally belongs to the University of West Georgia’s Office of Alumni Affairs. The Center for Public History has been entrusted to organize and care for the collection, which was gathered for a Historic Preservation project, in anticipation of the establishment of a university museum. This collection includes letters of correspondence, photographs, college newspapers *The West Georgian* and *The Campus Chronicle*, financial statements, postcards, and other memorabilia including necklaces, pins, pennants, and invitations to events.

Box and Folder Listing

**Box 1**
Folder 1: Finding Aid and Inventory
Folder 2: Item Removal Form
Folder 3: Baggett, Joe
Folder 4: Barker, Angelene
Folder 5: Bennett, Lurlie Ballard—Alumni Assn. Correspondence
Folder 6: Bennett, Lurlie Ballard—C&S Bank of Carrollton
Folder 7: Bennett, Lurlie Ballard—Community Bank (1988-1993)
Folder 8: Bennett, Lurlie Ballard—People’s Bank (1979-1987)
Folder 9: Cooper, Mildred
Folder 10: Estes, Frances Floyd
Folder 11: Gilbert, Ann
Folder 12: Greene, Virginia Ballew
Folder 13: Jones, Warren
Folder 14: Ledbetter, Lisa
Folder 15: McLarty, Ossie
Folder 16: Morgan, Thomas
Folder 17: Stallings, Verdie Smith
Folder 18: Weaver, Gladys
Folder 19: West Georgia College Alumni Office
Folder 20: Williams, Elizabeth Ballew
Folder 21: Wood, A.H.
Folder 22: Unknown Donor #1
Folder 23: Unknown Donor #2
Folder 24: Unknown Donor #3
Folder 25: Unknown Donor #4
Folder 26: Unknown Donor #5
Folder 27: Unknown Donor #6
Box 2
Folder 1: Unknown Donor #7
Folder 2: Unknown Donor #8
Folder 3: Unknown Donor #9
Folder 4: Unknown Donor #10
Folder 5: Unknown Donor #11
Folder 6: Unknown Donor #12
Folder 7: Unknown Donor #13
Folder 8: Unknown Donor #14
Folder 9: Unknown Donor #15
Folder 10: Unknown Donor #16
Folder 11: Unknown Donor #17
Folder 12: Unknown Donor #18
Folder 13: Unknown Donor #19
Folder 14: Unknown Donor #20
Folder 15: Unknown Donor #21
Folder 16: Unknown Donor #22
Folder 17: Anonymous 1954 Graduate Donor—Finding Aid and Letter
Folder 18: Anonymous 1954 Graduate Donor—Braves Basketball 1978-79
   (Team Records)
Folder 19: Anonymous 1954 Graduate Donor—Awards Luncheon
   (Alumni Awards Program Card)
Folder 20: Anonymous 1954 Graduate Donor—Homecoming 2004 (Reunion Directory)
Folder 21: Anonymous 1954 Graduate Donor—West Georgia College (Brochure)
Folder 22: Anonymous 1954 Graduate Donor—1987 (New Student Orientation Record)
   (New Student Orientation Record)
Folder 24: Anonymous 1954 Graduate Donor—A Fiftieth Anniversary Celebration
   (Luncheon Program)
Folder 25: Anonymous 1954 Graduate Donor—West Georgia College Bulletin
   (Announcements)
Folder 26: Anonymous 1954 Graduate Donor—West Georgia College Presents A Day
   at the Gunn Plantation
Folder 27: Anonymous 1954 Graduate Donor—The Lions Club (Pamphlet)
Folder 28: Anonymous 1954 Graduate Donor—What Does CHRISTmas Mean?
   (Pamphlet)
Folder 29: Anonymous 1954 Graduate Donor—Parents Visitation Day and Dedication
   Exercises (Pamphlet)

Box 3
Folder 1: Anonymous 1954 Graduate Donor—Entrance to West Georgia Campus
   (Postcard)
Folder 2: Anonymous 1954 Graduate Donor—Democrat Cliff Oxford
   (Promotional Mail)
Folder 3: Anonymous 1954 Graduate Donor—1982 NCAA Southregion Championship
   (Postcard)
Folder 4: Anonymous 1954 Graduate Donor—West Georgia Works for You (Brochure)
Folder 5: Photographs
Folder 6: Photographs
Folder 7: Photographs
Folder 8: Photographs
Folder 9: Photographs

Box 4 (Oversize)
Folder 1: Estes, Frances Floyd
Folder 2: Gilbert, Ann
Folder 3: McLarty, Ossie
Folder 4: Weaver, Gladys
Folder 5: Wood, A.H.
Folder 6: Unknown Donor #1
Folder 7: Unknown Donor #19
Folder 8: Anonymous 1954 Graduate Donor
Folder 9: Studycade Group (photographs)

Box 5 (Artifacts)
Item 1: West Georgia College Pennant
Item 2: West Georgia College Diploma Cover (Jan Yvonne Tarpley)
Item 3: Mu Zeta Alpha Honorary Scientific Society framed certificate (Warren Lee Jones)
Item 4: Box of West Georgia College Notecards
Item 5: West Georgia College Pen and Letter Opener Set
Item 6: Three West Georgia College Pins (Elizabeth Ballew Williams)
Item 7: West Georgia College Necklace (Elizabeth Ballew Greene)
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